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W.H. Auden wrote Funeral Blues the poem. Wystan Hugh Auden and American citizen. Auden was the read full [Essay
Sample] for free.

The Athenians respected the warrior class and placed them among the top members of their society. The song
Downhearted Blues went on to sale over , copies and became one her most popular songs Death does not care
if you are happy or sad but comes and takes what it wants and a person cannot do much to avoid it.
Throughout the poem W. It is known by many as the sick feeling one gets in their gut when they hear the news
of death, or the resignation they feel once they know fighting it will do nothing. Let aeroplanes circle moaning
overhead Scribbling on the sky the message He is Dead. I feel the understanding of change in culture is
motivating the author. It is feasible the marching action performed by these men could illicit the idea of a
drum beat. Auden s earlier works were composed of a Marxist outlook with a knowledge of Freudian
Psychology. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The poet effectively conveys aspects of change, such
as the human condition in relation to the experience of loss. As we examine literary personae, it is especially
important to judge them in terms of how they react to others" 77 As "Sonny's Blues" opens, the narrator tells
of his discovery that his younger brother has been arrested for selling and using heroin Poet W. It is interesting
how people choose to accept this permanent and expected event, death. The Athenians are extremely proud of
their city and its traditions. Auden - Funeral Blues by W. It is interesting how people choose to accept this
permanent and expected event, death. Poetic techniques like symbolism are widely used in this poem to assist
in the portrayal of the key themes of death, grief, and dependence. That is precisely why this poem works. It
was originally written as a satirical poem about the death of a politician, though was later edited to become
solemn. His socialism and distrust of nationalism during this period was strong, influenced mostly by his
experiences in the Spanish Civil War, but his social views were always more complex labels that were given
to him. We also have to judge characters in how they react to other characters whether they acted in good faith
or not in good faith. Inspired by the death of American president Abraham Lincoln it is thought to be one of
his most memorable and iconic poems. Auden uses a great deal of imagery in this poem; such as, Tie crepe
bows round the white necks of the public doves, where he is talking about making the doves suitable for a
funeral. The way in which the author describes his feeling - along with the use of rhythm and rhyme - was
created in a very effective way which made it clear to the reader. Approximately , people die each day around
the globe, which is  The oldest son was more focused on his wife not too much on trying to get out of Harlem.
To exemplify the way he feels his life has ended, he then uses metaphors associated with a funeral: Silence the
pianos and with a muffled drum Bring out the coffin, let the mourners come.


